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RS 1 and the Hierarchy 
Problem

• Problem:  Why is 

• Radiative corrections would send the Higgs 
mass towards the cutoff.

• SUSY tries to explain why this hierarchy 
might be stable, but not what sets it.

• Randall-Sundrum: Hierarchy comes from 
warped extra dimensional geometry!
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• Bulk metric is 

• Standard model lives on the IR brane.

• IR brane mass scales suffer gravitational red-
shifting by a factor 

• Can have all masses at the Planck scale on 
the Planck brane; red-shifting turns this into 
the weak scale on the IR brane as long as 

• Question: What sets the interbrane 
separation?



• Interbrane separation is 
NOT fixed by 
gravitational dynamics! It 
corresponds to a 
Goldstone mode: the 
Radion

• Goldberger-Wise (GW) 
mechanism uses a bulk 
scalar with VEV’s on 
both branes to 
introduce a potential for 
the radion and fix its 
VEV. 

Radion Dynamics

radion mode



Write the metric incorporating 
the radion mode as an explicit 

4D field

Below the cutoff 
we can integrate 

out the extra 
dimension

This gives the effective
Lagrangian for the radion 

including the potential terms
when a GW scalar breaks Weyl 

symmetry



• For                the RS geometry is unstable 
to forming a horizon separating the branes.

•  Below the critical temperature, two brane 
phase sets in and effective 4-d theory can 
be used. Amplitudes should be small enough 
to keep radion mass term only.

• At this point, expect that the canonically 
normalized radion fluctuation field        will 
be displaced from the origin: 

Radion Oscillations



• Consider a scalar field     on the IR brane.

• Use its action in terms of the induced 
metric on the IR brane to find the 
couplings of the radion to the properly 
normalized scalar.

Particle Production from Brane 
Oscillations

radion-scalar
couplings



• Radion-Scalar couplings can use the radion 
oscillations to parametrically amplify scalar 
modes.

• As it stands, this would continue 
indefinitely; back-reaction from the 
produced particles would shut this process 
off eventually. 

• We don’t need to include expanding 
Universe effects since expansion rate is 
FAR smaller than radion oscillation rate.



How to calculate Particle Production

1. Mode Decomposition of  

2. Mode Equations and Initial conditions
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3. Periodicity of coefficient functions implies that 
for some values of                  will undergo 

exponential growth, i.e. , parametric amplification



4. Particle production via this 
preheating type of process gives 
rise to a VERY non-equilibrium 
(non-thermal) distribution of 

particles.

5.  Need to assume that 
something like inflation 

happened so as to 
redshift all the non-zero 

momentum modes 
away,



Application: EW Baryogenesis

• Sphaeleron configurations mediate baryon number 
violating transitions at temperatures          

• These wash out any previous baryon asymmetry 
made at higher (i.e, GUT scales)

• However, the SM could generate the asymmetry IF

1. there was enough CP violation in the SM,

2. The SM phase transition was strongly 1st order
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We can get around this by 
preheating Higgs field 

configurations with appropriate 
amounts of winding!

Need to have momenta in 
the instability band that 

encompass the size of the 
sphaeleron. 



Conclusions

• We can merge two interesting concepts, RS 1 
models and preheating in a natural way

• Unlike in inflation, the preheating mechanism is 
model independent since the radion is a geometrical 
degree of freedom with couplings to other fields 
fixed by geometry

• This mechanism has interesting applications such as 
baryogenesis and perhaps the generation of gravity 
waves.


